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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
41P ,

The Chief of Naval OpertiOns (CNO) has established a gdal of 4.8

percent enlisted Hispanics i the naval force for'FY 16 (CNO, 1982). To
.'

rieet this goal, the Navy will have to recruit personnel who speak English es

second language (ESL). Consequently, the *Navy must provide special

langdage training as well as technical trainis to prepare tilese individuals

for fleet duty. The identification of effecfIve and efficient means of ,

Providing such training is a prerequisite to tnstituting alanguage training

program in the Navy.
r

.BACK6ROUND

The projected decline An the 17-21 year old population by approximately

17 pereent through the next deCade is expected to have a serious impact On

Navy recruiting. TheDepartment of Defense (DOD) has determined that by

1986 the services must rectutt one out of every three qualified males to

meet operational commitments (Bureau of the Census, 1980). This potential .

TallPower shortage maypreclude the achievement of required manning levels

uq)ess extreme measures are taken. One Potential source of manpower is from

minority groups who may lack proficiency in the English language.

In an effort to find ways of usi'ng this manpower resource,*the services

are, studying programs which will provide rerrfedial training to enlisted per- ,'

sonnel who'speak English as a second language. The havy has identified

thtee programs that have potential for long-term implementation.

The first program is conducted at the Enqlish Technical Language School

(ETLS) by the Puerto Rico National Guard for newly enlIsted Army .Guard men

and women. Trainees enter this program prior to taking initial'entry
military training in the Continental United States (CONUS). The Department

of the Navy conducted a pilot program of,the ETLS for 36 Puerto Rican Navy

recruits. The Chief of Naval Education,and Training (CNET), in August 1981,

tasked the Training Analysis and EvaluationNGeoup (TAEG) to eXami.ne the,

effectiveness of this program fOr tie Navy, to developa tracking system for

Navy'recruits attending the pilot.program at ETLS, and to provide an

economic analysilbf the program:I A'TAEG report on the evaluation of the

Puerto Rico Army National Guard (PRARNG) ETLS program is if'n preparation.

The second program is a U.S.(Army program conducted by the DefenseLan-'

guage Institute CDLI) English Language Center (EOC) located at Lackland Air

Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. Predicted performance data,on students who

have received language training at vie DLI were obtained by members of TAEG

during a visit to the DLI, Further DLI performance data were also obtained

from the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, Foet Monroe, Virginia.2
01.

1CNET ltr N-2 of 26 August Bp.

2Unpublised, Growth in ECLT Scores for Partidipants in the Lackland Six'
Month Pilot ESL Program, Data from U.S. Army, Fort Monroe, Virginia.

,

3'
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The third program is.the Navy verbal skills curriculum (VSC) which was

implemented at the Recruit Training Command (RTC) Orlando, Florida, and San

Diego, California. In November 1980 the TAEG was tasked to conduct a field

test of the Navy VSC.3 111 results of the field test and a comparative cost
analysis were presented in TAEG Technical Report 128 (Kincaid, Swope, Pown,

Pereyr,i', and Thompson, 1982).

Since the TAEG,was condocting a field test on the VSC program and evalu-
ating the Navy pilot erogam at the PRARNG ETES, ,CNEI tasked the TAB. to, eval-

uate the DLI proqraM.4 The task was to conduct a comparative analysis of
the three programs to support an implementation decision for training Navy
recruits who speak Ehglish as a second language. The present report.documents

this analysfs.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this effort is to:

perform a comparatiwe analysis of tbe training effectiveness and
costs of the Army DLI.program, the Puerto Rico National Guard ETLS
program, and the Navy VSC program

4 make recommendations regavding the most effective and efficient

methods for providing language instruction for Navy recruits that
speak English as-a,second language.

ORGANIZAtION OF THE REPOLT

In addition to this introduction, this report contains four se ctiOns

and an appendix. Section II describes the English language program conducted
by the DLI, the Navy V5C program, and the Navy recruit pilot program conducted
at the ETLS by the PRARNG. Section III contains effectiyeness and cost

data.for the DLI, VSC, and ETLS programs. Section IV identifies and evaluates

qualitative factors,affecting the use of each program and develops feasible
training,tracks based on projected posttest English.Comprehension Level (ECL)
scores, costs, and welcs of training. Section V provides recommendations
relating to tracking options, testing of retruits using the ECL pretest, and
participation with the ETLS at Camp Santiago; Puerto Rico. The appendiA
provides curriculum infordation on the IDLI, the Navy VSC, and the 'PRARNG

ETLS programs.

3CNET ltr.022 of 25 November 1980.

4CNET ltr N-53"of 2 March 1982.

4-
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400' SECTIOi II

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS

This section describes the English Language Technical School program,
.the Defense Language Institute English Language'Center program,land the Navy.

Verbal Skills Curriculum program. The description includes informatiop that

affects how the Navy would utilize each program. A review of each

curriculum.is described in the appendix of thAs report.

ENGLISH TECHNICAL LANGUAGE SCHOOL

The ETLS program was established in 1976 to provide English language
training to the PRARNG recruits. The purpose of the school is to reduce the

rate of attrition for toldiers taking basic training in CONUS.1 The,9-week'
lock-step program is conducted at Camp Santiago, Salinas, Puerto.Rico. This

facility is managed by the National Guand and serves as)the major training
facility for the Army National Guard in Puerto Rico.

As a.result of a memorandum of understanding, between the Deputy
Assistanf Secretary of the Navy (Manpower) and the'Adjutant General PRARNG,
a pilot program was implemented'in which a group of Navy,recruits was,
selected and sent throu0 the ETLS rogram prior'to beginning recruit
training at RTC Orlando.° Except f r the use of two Navy petty officers
used for administration'and Navy counseltng, the ETLS instruction program
was conducted by National Guard military and civilian pensodnel during
normal training hours. The remaining 'time was under the sivervision of the/

Navy Company-Commanders% -----
,

Since Camp Santiago is used for regular weekend training, most of the
ETLS facilities including barracks i(rere not aVailable to the ETLS students

on weekends. While the PRARNG placed the trainees on weekend 'pass, the Navy
billeted their recruits,at the U.S. Naval Station, Roosevelt Roads during

'the weekend. Pie retentidn of the Navy recruits on the weekend caused
logistic problems and extended the duty time of the Navy Company Commanders '
who were temporarily assigned to theEMS for the pilot program.

More than half of the Navy recruits in the Navy pilot program had
scored less than 50 on their-ECL pretest prioi. to entering ETLS, The lock-
step 9-week course length mat insufficient to provide adequete traini4 for
recruits who had these low spores. 'Fewer than one-third of the recruits .

had, in fact, attained an EC.L score of 70 by the end of the 9 weeks. A

minimum score of 76 is Considered netessary for.success in recruit training
(Salas, Kincaid, Ashcroft', 1980). Extensive additional remedial training,
was required at RTC Orlondo for some of these recruits to enable them to '

complete this training.°

,

A

5Depantment Of the Navy, Memorandum of linderstanding, 18 Sep 1981,
. Office of the Secretary, Washington, DC.

. (

§One recommendation resulting from the ETI.S.study conducted by TAEG is that
graduates of the ETLS program be given the opportUnity to go through the
verbal-ski1isprogramrat-RTC-13rlando:

io1 5

,
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Assumming that an improvement of two points a week is possible (most
programs generally experience less), tfien any student who entered the
program Withless than a 50 ECL score would not be able to attain the
minimum'score of 70 in a 9-week program. The TLS program could be
successfUlly used if one of two constraints are placed on the use of the
proii-am.. The first constraint is tO establish an absolute ECL cutoff 4re
.of 31 for admission to the ETLS with the understanding that -a minimum sEffe
of 50 is preferable. 'Those who score under 50 Would be admitted on a case-
by-case basis. By admitting only those who score 50 or more on an ECL
pretest or those who show Potential for tuue5s (which must be determineq.on
a highly subjective basis) in the prOgram, then the training at ETLS. should
provide adequate additional Inglish language 4kills to allow Most to
successfully complete recruit,training. Additional or remedial training at
'the RTCs may be required for a number of the recruits. A second constraint
is to accept into the ETLS program all recruits who have lowICL.scores 01-
50 but require them to tak'e follow-on training at either the DLI or through
th at the RTCs.

. .

DEFENSE LANGUAGE E

TheDLI, located at Lackland ce Base, San Antonio, Texas,l)as
both the capabtlity andicapacity to underta guage training for
Navy Hispanic necruits. The program is self-paced and individualized and
can easily accommodate, individuals with a wide range of pre-entry skills.
Individual recruits can be enrolled immediately in the program at a point
commensurate with their skill level and can be retained until they achieve a
specified skill level as measured by an ECL tdst.

The basic English language curriculum used at DLI is not orlented
toward Navy-unique terms, customs, arfd procedures. A specialized Navy
curriculum would require additional development costs and reduce the
flexibility tb assign students into modules of instruction appropriate to
their English l nguage skill levels,

#... , The fundam tal need of recruits who do not speak English well is for
general English language training. Recruits who attain a level of
proficiency in nglish language skills sufficient to complete basic military
training but laik mastery of basic military terms and a Navy orientation

would not be at a greater disadvantage when entering basic military training
than the typical English speakingArecruits. It would appear that DLI
instruction time would be more efTectively and efficiently used for learning
standard English skills.

The OLI is oriented toward English language trainiing with'secondary
emphasis on military training. The recruits are managed and controlled 'in ..,
military environment, but the training of basic military skills is
secondarY. The policy of the school is to minimizg the extent to which
military training interferes with English languagerinstruction.

An advantage of the DLI is that the entire administnative gtructure and,
faciltties complex are.desigped to provide language training.
Administrative and support ifersonnel are_already in place (including Naval

6 '
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,offriers and petty officers), and the ddditional Navy students can be easily
tycled intb the program mith a minimum of.disruption. There is considerable

flexibility in the DLI program to accommodate variation in throughpot.
'

VERBAL SKILLS cuFRIcpum

The VSC was developed tb: (1) improve oral language skills (speaking
and listening), (2) teach military vocabulary and terminology needed to
successfully complete Navy necruit training, and (8) prepare the individual

for follow-on specialized skill training: The Chief of Naval Technical
Training contracted with Memphis State University to develop the VSC, The
,VSC wp initially implemented and evaluated at the RTC, Orlando (Brown,
1982;/ Kincaid, et al., 1982) and has recently been established at the RTC,
San Diego. The results of that evaluation are'reported in TAEG Technical
Report 128. The evaluation demonstrated that recruits who participated in
the field test of the VSG significantly improved their English language
skills. Participants, in the programChad lower attrition rates and fewer
setbacks than a group of recruits who had.similar English deficiencies. -

One potential problem with greatly expanding the VSC program is that
the facilities required for the VSC would compete fo i. facilities needed for i

basic military instruction at the RTCs. It was estimated that two classes
could be maintained at.Orlando and one class at San Difego on a permanent

basis without adversely affecting the present basic mi4itary training
program. The present caparifillft(s of the RTC to handle the VSC may be the

limiting'factor in determining the maximum ndmber of recruits which could be
enr011ed. in remedial English language:training proirams.

tr.

78rown (1982) assessedthe need for<rlal language instruct,lon at the three
RTCs and concluded that there was no requiremeffer. such training at RTC,

.Great Lakes.

12
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SECTION III
./

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS AND COST OF TEE

LANGUAGE TRAINING PROGRAMS

This section describes the effectiGehess:and costs of the three

language training programs. The effectiveness and cost data.for the VSC

program has been documented in a previous TAEG report (Kincaid, et al.,

1982). The effectiveness of the ETLS program wi4-rbe presented in a

M-thcoming TAEG report. Therefore, the data'dealirio with these two

programs will only be summarized in this section. The effectiveness of the

DLI program is more fully discussed in this report.

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS s

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE. The estimated effectiveness of the DLI program

was obtained from two souftes. qbe first -Source was from data.published by

the.bLI on the expected gains in ECL scores for foreign military students.
The second source was froM the performance of the Puerto Rican Army recruits
who partitipated in the U.S. klily pilot program referred to in 'section I of

this report. 4
The DLIELC RegUlatign 50-13 (1982) provides estimates of training time

at DLI f9r foreign military students. These estimates, which are published

for program guidance, indicate the estimated time required for foreign mili-
,

tary students to increase their language skills to a specified level as mea-

sured bY ah ECL test. Table 1,prestIts the,average weekly,gain expected for
foreign military students computed from the data given ifi.DLIELC Regulation

50-13. The expected.aVerage gain is less than two Points, per week Tor
foreign-military students who score relatively low on an ECL pretest. For

those students,Oo enter the program with relatively high pretesrltores, it
is expected that they will gain approximately one-half point per week. The

, expected gains per week for the foreign military.students are muchlower
than those exU.S.

Army's E li language training projec tht conducted at e DLI. The
by ttle Puerto Rican Al* recruits enrolled in the

--.-Army project consisted of 187 recruits who completed a 6=month training
program between September 1980 and March 1p81.

The'progress of the recruits in the Army program was measured approxi-
..

mately every 2 'weeks, and changes in the recruit ECL scores were tracked
ihroughout the program. The weekly gains experienced by the Army recrUits

are shown in table 2. The average weekly gains shown in the table are for 6
to 6 weeks of training, 6 weeks to 12 weeks of training, and, finally, 12

weeks to 26 weeks of training. During the first 6-weeks, regardless of the

, ECL pretest score, the average gain,was more than two points per week, .This
.gain was realized for all_recruits although those who'scored low on the tCL

pretest tended to gain sTightly more than two points per week. After 6

weeks, there wa's a drastic drop in the rate of increese in ECL scores: 'The
average weekly gain beyond 6 weeksAdas less than one po4nt par week and in
many instances cOnsiderably less than one point (table 2). The gains
experienced in the Army program are generally.higher than those shown in

,
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TABLE 1. WECTED AVERAGE WEEKLY GAIN IN ECL SCORE AT THE DLI
FOR FOREIGN MILITARY RECRUITS WITH DIFFERENT ECL
PREt'AND POSTTEST SCORES*

Posttest Score

-Pretest

.-Score
60 65 70

7,5
80

29 or Less
30-33
34-42

43-49

50-54

55-59
60-64
65-69

70-74
75-77

1.73

1.51

1.44

1.03

0.62
0.27

.

1,72

1.52

1.47

1.21

0.86
0:61

0.27

--

1.67

1.48
1.44

1.21

1,0
0.81

0.57

1.56,
1.30
1.41

1.17

0.96

0,82
0.65
0.21

1.51

1.09
1.31

1.15

1.00

0.88
0.75
0.44

0.29

0.10
1

.1

;

*Based on midpoint pretest scores of high school'graduates.
Derived from data published in DLIELC ,Regulation 50-13.

TABLE 2. AVERAGE WEEKLY GAINS IN ECL SCORES ATTAINED BY PUERTO'RICO
ARMY RECRUITS PARTICIPATING IN THE U.S. ARMY ENGLISH
LANGUAGE TRAINING PROJECT AT THE DL1* e

Time in Training

Pretest

ECL Score 0 to 6 Wks 6 to 12 Wks 12'to 26 Wks

O-20
21-30
31-40
41-50.

61-69

5.06 ' 0.73 0.73
_...

3.08 1.18 0.71

2.50 0.90 0.83.
2.47 0.80 0.80

2.33 , . 0.782" 0.49
2.00 0.27 0.62

*Weekly gains based on midpOint-ECL pretest score. Based on

unpublished data compiled by the U.S. Army for evaluation of
the OLI ESL program;
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table 1 for foreign military DLI students. One Possible explanation for
this discrepancy is that most DLI foreign students speak Arabic which is far
more different from English than is Spanish.

ENGLISH TECHNICAL LANGUAGE SCHOOL AND VERBAL Sk'ILLS CURRICULUM. Data to

(s.

evaluate the effectiven ss of the PRARNG ETLS programwere obtained from the
TAEG study'of that pro rAm. -A report documenting the'results of that study

is in preparation. Da to evaluate the effectiveness of the VSC were
obtained from the field test of*the VSC and details on the effectiveness
evaluation can be,found in TAEG Technical Report 128.

EFFECTIVENESS,SUMMARY. Table 3 summarizes the average Weekly gOn in the
ECL scores for all three programs (DLI, VLS, VSC). Thp,table does not

include the gains expected for recruits who score under 31 on an ECL
pretest. Those individuals who score 31 or less on en icpgpettest would
need intensive instruction, extending'well over a 6-month period,in order
to enable them to attain a minimum score of 70 (which is Considered

necessary for success in basic military training). It is questionable
whether such individuals should be considered acceptable for military

service.
1

The weekly gains experienced by the Puerto Rican recruits who partici-
pated in the U.S. Army program are expected to be more representative of

what would be realized with the-Navy'Hispanic recruits. Consequently, the
DLI gains experienced by the recruits in the U.S. Army program are presented

in table 3 for comparion with the other programs.
,K -,

TABLE 3. AVERAGE WEEKLY ECL GAIN BY PUERTO RICAN MILITARY RECRUITS
'ENROLLED IN THREE PJLOT PROGRAMS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE:TRALNING

. ECL Pretest Score

Mean Weekly
Program 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 80+ Gain*

ETLS
9 wks 2.1 1...5 1.3 14 0.9 ' 0 1.6

35 11 19 11 $ 1

DLf
0 to 6 wks 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.0 2.4

6 to 12 Wks 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.8

12 to 26 wks 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7

36 30 25 13

VSC .

.

3 wks 4.5 1.5 2.0 2.2 .' 1.7 1.1 2.0

ti
2 2 4 14 7 A

r
*Weighted Average

10

15

Oa
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The ETLS program had a iower average weekly gain than the other two
Programs; however, it was the longer of 4he three programs if only the first

6 weeks of the DLI pi-ogram are,considered. Ohe lower ETLS scores may be
attributed to the fact that the gain ip the last 3 weeks, when the rate of gain
was diminishing, tendedto pull down the 9-week average. Weekly ECL data

were not, collected for the ETLS program, so no definite conclusions
concerning the validity ofithis hypothesis can be made.

-

The VSC appears to be a hiOly effective program, although the gains, .

overall, appear o be slightly less than those obtained at DLI., The number

of recruits in the VSC program who scored 31-50 on the ECL test was so small
t4=4) that meaningful conclusions cannot be drawn.8 The.evidence for those

recruits who scored above 50 indicates the VSC program is more effective
than the ETLS program and equally effective as the DLI program.

COST ESTIMATES

The cost data that-Were 'compiled to compare the three English language
tralning programs are based on the assumptión that the prO9rams would not
excland,beyond the Present capacity of the facilities at each trainfng.loca-

tion.

The ETLS at Camp Santiago can presently'accommodate an additional 40
students per class without any expansion of facilities. The cost estimates

mle__.1reflect only the addiiional costs which would be incurred. ,f.,ithe training

at the ETLS were to be expanded.to train significantly re than 40 students

per.class, then additional investment in facilities acquisition or refur-
bishing wbuld be required and the 50100t estimatesImust be revised.

. .

The direct cost estimate for the ETLS program is\§383 per student

(table 4). An additional three instructors would be required for the 40
students% in order to provide at least a student-to-staff ratio of 15 to 1.
The contracted cost of obtaining these instructors was estimated at $15,000
Per year. The average cost for the additional instructors, based on five
classes per year of 40 students per class, was -$225 Per-student. -

There are two columns of cost estimates shown for ETLS in table 4. The

estimates in column one were derived using data dev41oped from the pilot
program and include costs incurred by the Navy'to transport the recruits to

Roosevelt Roads during the weekends% The estimates in the second coluMn

8Sincelonly 33 recruits participated in ttie VSC pilot study, caution-must be
exercised in drawing conclusions about anY sub-group within the study
(e.g., by ECL ranges). Generally, a random sample of 30 or more is'con-
sidered desirable for making inferences abo0 population parameters. In

addition, the VSC was the shortest of the three programs and if the rate of
.gain begins to diminish early in the program (i.e., after 3 weeks) then the
VSC score gains May be biased upward when being compared to the ETLS and
OLT score gains. 4 .
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were derived on the'assumption that there would be minimum Navy involyement.
-The Navy costs Of $200 per student (column two) include the funds necessary
to essiqn an E-5 and E-6, on a permanent ba,sis, t .the ETLS start-and suffi-
cien,t funds for,in:and out.processing of the Nav rearOts at Roosevelt
Roads.

.

TABLE 4: AVERAGE COST PER'STUDENT FOR THREE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE TRAINING'PROGRAMS

cJ

Item ETLS DLI VSC
.y

CourSe Length (wks) 9 9* 6 12 3

Direat...enat-Per student 1, 383 $ 383 $ 87 ,$ 573 1 177
Travel Cost/Student
Additional Inst. Costs
Student Waries

($155/W/Student)
.thhtted.sx, Support -

225 . 225

1,395 1,195 ./'
' 500 ' 200

00 300 --
427 854 ...132

930- 1z860 418

Total Cost/Student 1275-0- 32,202- $17-,-944 $3,587 $ 787

AYerage COst/Wk/Student-,' $ 278 $ 245 $ 324 .1 299 1 262-

*Minimum Navy involvement"

0-May.invo1ve additional costs which are not included in the cost estimates,

. . Thle, OLI/cen accommodate-an additionil 200 average dn board (AOB)
-.,-

.withmt any additional facil1ities or significant requirements for
adminittr4tiie support. The Navy would be required to pay, to the Air

-Forceherdirect course to5ts for providing English language trainihg for
the Navyjecruits. The preliminary cost estimates obtained from the Air -

Force included'an estimate of $71.20 per stuftnt week for instruc,tor.costs
and $47.78'ver student week for direct costs. In addition to the above
costs; the Navy would incur an estimatedw$300 per student for travel to arid
from the DLI. This would be a one:time cost for both the 6 and 12-week.

4, program' presented in table 4. Since the DLI is a self-paced, individualized
,' prognam, it is inappropriate to cost out a fixed length program. However,

the cost estiffates for the DLI are presenterin table I( for comparison
purposes only. Students should rit from the DLI program and be returned to
the RTCs when they have achieved a spbcified ECL score. The len th of DLI

, training viill depend to ajlarge.extent on the skin level of the ecruits
when they enter-tralhidg and the fihal required 1eVel of English language .
skill'as wasured by their ECL score. The final skill level to be achieved
at the DLI will dependson the follow-on, if any, remedial pylWams which
wouTd'be planned for those completing DLI training. . .

9DLIECL ltr, Support Se7ices Division, of 29 July 1982:

II 1 7
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.The costs for the DL1 prodl-am do not indlude any additional Navy
supoort costs at DLI. There are already a number of Navy personnel assigned

to the DLI staff who may be used to provide Navy support for programs imple-i
meofied at &I. 'Costs may,neeid to be adjusted upward ifplans'for .

. implementation,are to include additional Navy personnel assigned to DL1, but

there does nt'appear to be a...need for such personnel.
twy

.

,The caracity of-the RTCs to accommodate the ysc varies depending upon

he A013'of recruits in traring. The VSC cost estimates are based upon,45 ,

clasSconvenifigs per year. The annual throughput Would loaporoximately 650
to 700 students, assuming that the average time in traininifwould be 3
weeks. The\4irect RTc costs per student were estimated at $177 for the 3-
week course Rahae 4)., Three additional instructors would be required at an

-.estimated annu4) co4t of $75,000: The instructor costs Would be $132'per
student based Obn the assumption of 45 class convenimssper year with a 15
to 1,student-to,staff ratio. :,7

6

A comparison of the costs of each-program is shown in table 4. The.

.average weekly costs are based upon the stated capaciti s and throughputs
. discussed above, and any expansion of the programs abov the stated capac-:

ities mould

i

require additional investmenI in facilities and equipment." The

DLI progr may occasionally accommodate more than 200 AOB de'pending on

uirements. All programs will require recrilit to be
farf ,

other DL training req
eventuallytransported to the RTC; so travel costs wbich would be.commonto
all programs were ignored in the ;costs presented in t4ble 4.* --,, -

, .
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4,1 ,SECTION.IV 2

ALTERNATE TRAINING TRACKS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
,

This section identifies.and evaluates altennative training tracks which
utilize one or more of the three language training programs (ETLS, DO,
VSC). The identification of feasible tracks for evaluation must consider at
least five noncost factors. The first part'of this section identifies and
discusses those fiVe noncost factors. The second part identifies and
'evaluates the cost-effectiveness'Of 14 alternative training tracks.

,

The three English language training programs evaluaterWould be techni-
cally capable of providfnq the necessary English language training to enable
recruits-to attain a'specified skpl level. However, the constraints plkei
on the'length of the training period, the facility apacities, and other

. resource factors limi) t the practical use of each program. Conclusions about

9g

the relative traini g effectiveness of the three English language trainidg '

programs are OM lt to make duep limited observatlon. Howemer, consid-
,ering the length of eacirtraining program and the performarc of recruits

who have participated in the programs, uses are suggested fr each program
wflich are.most appropriate for Navy partic4125400.,

A t*

, NONCOSf,FACTORS

LENGTH OF PROGRAM. 'The improvement in the ECL score which can be attained
by recruits in the ETLS program is limited because of the fixed length of
the progtam. The ETLS program is limited to 9 weeks, and students. With-low-- ,

initial kfl1 levels,assigned to that program Would require extensive
follow-on training. The ETLS program is a feasible track for those students
Whose initial BtL scores are moderately-high.

,

The DLI program is the most flexible program to accommodate students of
varying initial skills because it is self-paced and students,could be
rdtained An the program until they have achieved a spec ied score.

The VSC is bas idally a 3-week prolram, but there As consisterable flexi-
. bility to allow students to exifrfrom the program when they have achieved

criterion. With some moirriCcaons of the curriculum, the VSC program could,
be extended to accommodate students hav/hg difficulty achieving criterion..

.

CAPACITIES. The ETLS and VSC are bott} signiTicantly constrained in terms of
the number of students which can ke aCtommodated usipgrpresent facilities.
The approxima.te maximum annual throughput which can be acObmmodated at fPe
ETLS is200, and the maximum'for fhe use of the VSC is betweep 6507700. The
DLI.program has more surplus capacity, and the maximum throughput Would
depend on.how long the students'must be retained in the program.- The
present excess capacity at DLI is.estimated at 200 AOB and the potential

' exists for even greater A0B.,.depending on other DLI training requirements.

LOCATIONSince the ETLS is located inTuerto Rico, it appears most reason-
able to utilize that program for Puerto RIcan'recrujts. -However, the ETL
,program co-0d be expanded and institutionalized as a DOD activity.. if thatj
were to Occur, then Spanish-speaking students hot from Puertoilico could I,

14_
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11
- be sent there fbr'e,Atensive training. Certain training costs whin are lower

in Puerto,Rico (e.g., ihstruction cost(s) may make the long run.establishment
of such a program in Puerto Rico economically feisible. However, additional
travel costs would be incurred for non-Pperto Rican recruits. A more compre-
hensive cost-effective ahalysis would be necessary to suppo;-t a decision to
expand the ETLS.

< The DLI program is located at Lackland AFp, and any recruit partici-
pating in that program would incur travel costs to DLI and then back to the
RTCs. The VSC program is located at RTC Onlando and San Diego' and can easily
be integrated into the basic military training program without4edditional
travel costs or diffiCulty.,

PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY. he ETLS program is most adaptable foretraining Navy
recruits who have alre dy attained an intermediate level of English 1.anguage

proficiency., The proqrm is-simply too short.to train recruits who have
few, if any; EnglisH language ski s.

The DLI program is a 'Self-paced instructional program which makes it a
highly flexible program for accommodating reCruits.with a wide-nange of,ini-
tial skills. The DLI program would.be effective for Navy recruits who neji
extensive and drolonged instruction.

The VSC program is most effective for a fihal evalwation and to train ,

recruits who might require some minimal remediat4oh in lenguage skills prior
'to RTC training. Recruits.enrolled in the VSC can: (1) receive Navy-unique
instruction, t?) become,acclimated to a U.S. military environment, and (3)
receive adetidnal,English language instruction.

. NAVY PEITICIPATION. The Navy re uits (in the ETLS'pilot project) were trans-
,portedwto Roosevelt Roads daring the.eekend and participated in Navy-directed
projects. The Army National Guard red uits' were placed on pass during'the
weekends because rpost of the,ETLS fecilities were-used by the PRARNG during
that period. Since the Navy recruits yiere not placed on pass, but retained .
in an environnvit in whiO they were directed to use English, one would.expect
that the gain in the level of Epglish languadt proffciency would be greater.
for the Navy redruits than for the PRARNG recruits. A groupof Navy.neceuits
were matched with a group of PRARNG recruits on çCL pretest scores. The *.

difference in the mean ECL posttest-scores betweet, the Navy and'PRARNt for
these matcHed groups was not statistically significant, eVen though the Navy
recruits were retained during the'weekends.

There is some advantage in.having ihe,recruits under Navy control OW
weekends. The recruits'have an 6Ppdrtunity.to become familiar with Navy.
terms and customs and to'participate in Navy-unique activities. However,
tht basic purpose of the language trdlning progrlam i's to prove.English
proficiency and there was no' evidence which iadidated that oving:the recruits
tb Roosevelt Roads each weekend,impraved &Wish proficie 11 cy. The trip is
difficult, much of,which is over relatiVefYnarrow roids; it is inconv4nient;
time consuming,'and places an :addition&l requirement on the Navy personnel
to supervise the recrujts, on a 24-hour basis, durqng the period in whlch
they are away from the ETLS. Casequently the value of movjpg the-recruits -

to RooStvelt Roads is questionable.
. . .
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The need for the Navy to participate in'any DLI program appears to be

minithel and limited to adminigtrative tasks. The DLI program is structured

to provideitraining in basic English language skills, and there should be no *

requirement for changes in these standard operating procedures (SOP).

The VSC is totally under Navy management control. It ,s recommenfed

that any 'specialized Navy curriculum be included in the VSC and not in the

ETL or DLI programs ihe VSC should be a bridge between standard English

language training 'and initial entry military.training.

TRAINING TRACKS

The initial ECL pretest.score and the noncost factors discussed above
were used to identify 14 alternative training trcks. Each track represents

the use of one or more of the three English language training progeAms, Im

general, the ETLS'and VSC,programs are of insufficient length to be used to
fully train recruits who score low on their initial ECL test. The DLI pro-

gram is tbe only one which would be long enough to provide the intensive and

, prolonged instruction neces.sary to bring tow scoring recruits to acceptable

levels".

The VSC is the final program in all training tracks and is administered
within the ART division of the RTC. The ART provides remedial reading
instruction to Navy recruits who do not have sufficient reading or oral
language skills to complete recruit training. The remedial reading

curriculum is designed to teach reading skills to thoge recruitS identified
with a reading grade level of 6.0 or below. Both the V5C and reading

curricula utilize Navy vocabulary and military terminology.to help the
recruit transition from civilian life to the militzry,environment. 'Because

the VSC is a part, of the ART program, the tracks identify the esIimated
amount of time the recruits would spend' in ART (which includes both the VSC

as well as the remedial reading instruction modules). Although the remedial

reading instruCtion modules were not designed to Provide English language
training, recruits who participated in the reading program are expected to
show .gains in English ;language skills. 0

The appropriete progrAm(s) depends largely on the initial skill level

of therecruit. Alternative training tracks arft.identified for six initial
skill 'revel' cafe'goriese, 'The following discussion is organ'ized by skill

categories. Cost, performance, and other descriptive date for each track,'

are presented in table 5. '
0

,
...

,

. . .. ECL pretest score of less than 31. Training tracks were not .

.identified for recruits who scdre less than 31. ,Beceuse of the
: MO cost and length of training,it'is recommended that recruits

. .

. 'Who scord less than,31 not be accepted for service in the'Navy.

o

'

, A -

ECL ,oretest score of 31-40. Four trAcks (teble 5.) Are identified

.
for training recruits who score in this category,. -.

. ..
.

.41 Trick A wOjJd require an:average of 6 weeks at DLI followed

.

by 10 wee of VSC/ART at the.RTCs
.
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TABLE . OPTIONAL TRACKS SHOWING PROJECTED COSTS ANO ECL.GAINS FOR NAVY RECRUITS WITH DIFFERENT ENGLISH APTITUDE

Alternative

Track
/

Pretest,

E. Score

ETLS . DLI
.

VSC/ART Reading/ART Mix AOB Projected
Posttest
ECL Score

UAL Per Student
Toeal

WeeksWks Cost ECL* Wks Cost ECL* Wks Cost WKS Cost ECL* ETLS/DLI/VSC Salaries Course Total

A
B

C
D

.

,

31-40

9
9

2500
2200

18
18

6

12

4

4

1950
3590
14#0
1400

A'

15

22

10,
10

7 ,

3

3

3

a

1830

790
790
790

3

2

2
2

.

790

520
520
520

,

20

9

9
9

-/200/30

:/200/30

40/200/30
40/200/30

'

65-75
65-75
65-75
65-75

.

r
2500

2600

2800 -

2800

2100
23db
2400
2100

4600
,4900
5200
4900

16

17

-18

18

E

F

G
H

41-50

.

9

9

2500

22Q0

18

18

6

10

1950
3040

,

15

17

3

2

3 ,si.
$ritr,

- .-

.

790

520
790
790

2

1

1

1

520
260
260
260

9

g5
i°

7

'

-/200/30
-/200/30
40/ -/30

40/ -/30

65-75
65-75
65-75
605

1700

2000
2000
2000

-

.,

1600

noa
1600

1200

3300
880Q
;3600.

3200

11

13

13
13

I

J

K

51-60

9

9

2500
"2200

18

18

6 1950 15

.-I

2

1

1
.

520

260
260

1

1

1

260
260
260

5

4

4

-/200/30
40/ -/30
4 0/ -/30

,

65-75
65-75
65-75

1400

1700

1700

1300
1300

1000

2700
3000
2700

9

11

11

L

61-70
.

3 790 1 260

,

7 -/ -/30 70-75 600 0 1000
-

4

1

14

71-80

. . 2

,

520 1

,

260 -/ -/30 75-80 500 300 800. 3

N 80#
..,

1 260 , -/ -/30 80# - 200 100 300 1

22

*Gain in ECt Score

r-
eA

. .

23
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Tnack B would 'require an average of 2 weeks at DLI 'and an
additional 5 weeks of VSC/ART at the RTCs

k.0

.; Tracks C and D would consist of 9 weeks at the ET1, and 5
weeks at VSC/ART. -Tracks C,and.D are identical except the
Navy i0olvement in track D would be minimized and the Navy
recruits jn training would follow the same SOP as the PRARNG
recruits,.

Track B is recommended for all recruits who Core 31-40 on the ECL pre-
test. The pu program is the only program which has sufficient flexibility
to adapt to,the extensive and prolonged training requirements which recruits
in,this skill range will require. This track is illustrated by figure 1.

ECL pretest score of 41-50. Four tracks are identified for
recruits who score in thls category.

.. Track E would requii.e 'an average of 6 Weeks of DLI training
followed by an average of 5 weeks of VSC/ART training.

.. Track F would require an tstimated average of weeks at DLI
follOwed by 5 weeks of 1.15C/ART.

.. Tracks G and H would require 9 weeks of ETLS training
followed by an average of 4 weeks of VSC/ART. The otily
difference between tracks G and H is that track H would
minimize Navy participation as described previously.

Track H is recommended for Puerto,Rican recruits, and the student flow
through this track_is illustrated by figure 2. Track F is.recommended for
non-Puerto Rican recruits', and the student flow through this track is Must-
trated by figur 1.

ECL'pretest score of 51-60. Three teacks are identified for
recruits who score in this category;

.. Track I, would require an estimated average 6 weeks of
training at the DLI followed by 3 weeks of VSCART training.

.. Tracks J and K would require 9 weeks of training at the ETLS
followed by 2 weeks of VSC/ART. Tracks,,J and K are identical
except traik K would involve minimum Navy participation in
the ETLS training phase.

Track K is recommended for Puerto Rican recruitswho score fn this
category. The flow of students through this track is again illustrated by
figure 2. Track I is recommended for non-Puerto Rican recruits who score in
this category, and the student flow is illustrated in figure 1.

2

18
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C: ECL pretest score_above 60. Recruits who score above 60 on the
ECL pretest should besdnt dtrectly to4SCIART. Each recruit
mould be evaluated for English language proficiency and provided

' an opportunity to acquire the skills considered necessary for
success idsubsequent military training. Recruits who score above
60 would follow either tl'ack L, M, or N depending upon their
pretest score (table 5). The latter tracks are'similar except, for
training time. The flow through these tracks is illustrated by
figure 3.

4

4

4S.

:
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' CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLOIONS C

SECTION V

Each of the three EggUsh language training programs.'(ETLS, DLI, yscl
were effective in providing remediallnglish language training'4o recruits. .

However, the feasibiliq of using each.program for training NaVy recruits is
limited, especially in the short run, by limited facility capacity,
location, and, perhaps most important, flexibility for training redruits
whose initial English language skills may Vary over a wide range. Variation
in average training costs among the program was not great. .The most iMpor-
tant facter which determines total training costs is the level of initial
Eng.1-ish language skill of ecruits whenthey enter the program. ReMedial
training for those recruits who score from 31 to 40 .on an initial ECL
iireieSt will be approximately $5,000 per recruit. The cost for training
those'whose score was less than 31 was not estimated, but it is reasonable
to assume tWe cost would exceed $5,000. Because of the high cost of
training recruits havirig low English language skills (below 31 on an ECL
pretest), it may not be economically desirable to accept them for service in
the Navy.

1

The ETLS is a fixed-length program and would not be well suited for
,trainim-recruits who need extensive remedial training beyond the present 9-
week'curriculum. The ETLS program would'be well suited for recruits who
already possess moderate, although inadequate, English language skills. The
DLI has greater fOkibility to accept recruits for training whose individual
initial'skill levels vary'over relatively wide ranges. The current limited
student capacity at the RTC (San Diego and Orlando), may prevent the
expanded use of the VSC/ART program. However, this program is under Navy
control and is especially well suited as a final track for testing and
providing additional training where necessary, for all recruits who have
demonstrated a need for remedial English language training.

A summary of the advantages and disadvantaget of the three programs is
included in.table 6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The English Comprehension Language (ECL) test should be
administered to Puerto Ricah and.other potential Navy recruits that sneak
English as a Second language.

2. Tke-Commander, Navy Recruiting Command should determine the.most
appropriate4ctivity to administer the ECL test. This determination should
include conSideration of.the Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS).

3. Potgntial.Navy recruits with an ECC test score of less than 31
should not Lie4kepted for service in the U.S. Navy.....,

4. because of special limitations associated with the language
training programs, each Navy recruit,shobld be assigned to the language
training program which is best suited to accommOdate the initial individual
language skill of that recruit. -The'recommended tracks are illustrated in
figure4 -and differentiatedln the following.
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:TABLE 6. RELATIVE'ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CURRENT
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, TRAINING PROGRAMS

ETLS
(Puerto Rico)

DL1
(San Antonio)

Verbal Skills
,(RTC's Orlando
and San Diego)

ADVANTAGES
,

Excellent Staff
Expands Hispanic recruiting
oriportunities
Benefits Navy image in
taribbean
Relatively low coit

Self-paced, flexible
curriculum
Highly experienced (program
in existence 20 years')
Facilities configured for
language training
Flexible in handling varying
student loads
Appropriate for all recruits
needing ESL training (including
low English ability and
native speakers of any foreign
language)

In RTC pipeline
Proven effectiveness for
recruits of mgderate English

ability
Self-paced (up to 3 weeks)
Appropriate after DLI or ETLS
&dining
Appropriate fo r recruits
regardless of native ,

language,

DISADVANTAGES

AvaiTable cmly to Puerto Ricans
Fixed length, lock-step limits
flexibility
Presgnt capacity limited to 40
Navvecruits (AOB)

Recruits must be transferred -

after in-processing at RTCs
Curriculum revlsion potentially
expensive" .

4

Three week program too short
for redruits of lowInglish .

ability 1

Lengthening of program beyond
3 weeks requires curriculum

.

revision , -

Large throughput requires .

'capital investment for'facili- -
ties and additional instruetors

,
4
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a. 'All recruits with a score of 31-40 on the initial ECL teg.

should be-sent to DLI, Lackland AFB, Texas (see figure 2) and trained until

an ECL score of approximately,60 is achieved. (School duration should not

be less than,3 weeks or more than 26 ,weeks.) Following this the recruit

would go to RTC Orlando or RTC San Diego,lpredesignated for VSC/ART at the

appropriate RTC (track B, table 5).

b. Puerto.Rican Navycrecruits with a score of 41-60 pn the

initial ECL test should be sent to the ETLS, Camp Santiago, Puerto Rico

(track +I, table 5). Following this they would go to RTC Orlando

Predesignated for VSC/ART.

c. Non-Puerto Rican recruits with a score of 41-60 on the

initial ECL should be enrolled in the DLI and retained until'an ECL score,of

approximately 60 is achieved. Following this training (3 weeks to 26 weeks'

range) they would go to,RTC Orlando or RTC San Diego (tracks F or I,

depending on initial score, table 5). These recruits would be predesignated

for VSC/ART. . .

d. All Navy recruits with a score of 61-80 should be sent
d'irectly to VSC/ART either at RTC Orlando or RTC San Diego (tracks L, M, N,

as appropriate, table 5).
4

5. The priorities for implementing the recommended tracks are as fol-

lows:

a, ''Highest priority 9hou1d be given to the immediate implementa-

tton of two test programs:

(1) Tile Navy Ostablish an agreement with the DLI,,Lackland

AFB, for English language training for Navy recruits. Enroll a class.of
approximately 40 non-Puerto Rican recruits with a score of 41-60 in the Dll

for language training (in accordance with paragraph 4c above). These Navy

recruits should start as a group but exit independently from the self-paced

DLI program.

,

(2) The Navy should enlist Puerto/Rican personnel with a

score of 41-60 and send these recruits to the ETLS. Training would be con-

ducted by the Puerto Rico National Guard (in accordance with paragraph 4b

above). The'test program should run for 1 year consisting of five 9-week,

lock-step classes. The maximum number of Navy recruitsfor each class -

should te 40. The program,should be initiated by agreement between the
Department of the Navy and the National Guard Bureau. The following

guidelines pertain to the management'of Navy recruits appropriate to
implementing the ETLS test progrOle

The first class will 4e monitored and tracked in
the same manner as t4.;Navy pilot program. Jbe lh

evaluation will inclQttone onsite visit by the

evaluators. Follow-on clasOs should also be
tracked.
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All Puerto Rican Navy recruits will complete, as
required, all phases of VSC/ART at RTC Orlando (in
accordance with paragraph 4b above)..

Depattment of the Navy and National Guard Bureau or
the Adjutant General PRARNG should update, as
necessary, the Meaorandum of Understanding and
Interservice Support Agreement for the ETLS pilot

program.

Navy recruits will 'conform to the SOPs of the ETLS,

Camp Santiago, including daily and weekend
schedule. The SOP will be f011owed as long as it
does not conflict with United States,Navy
Regulations (1973) with changes.

A - Navy enlisted Supervisor/administrative personnel
(E-5/E-6) will be assigned to ETLS, Camp Santiago,

on PCS orders.

b. Considerativ should be givento establishing a training pro-

gram for recr its with initial ECL test scores of 31 to 40 on the assumptiOn

that the progr m would facilitate EEO goals and objectives and would make it

possible for t Navy to draw recruits from a larger reserve pool. It is

recommended th t this program would consist of a class of 40 recruits, both
Puerto Rican Ad non-Puerto RiCan, and that these recruits be sent to,DLI
(in accordanceiC with paragraph 4a above). The Navy recruits should be

tracked in the, same manner as recruits participating in the pilot program
with the ETLS4

6. The fracking system developed by the TAEG and used in the initial
Navy pilot program with PRARNG should be used for monitoring and tracking
the performance of Navy recruits involved in _English language training pro-

grams.

7. The TAEG should be _tasked to continue its involvement in the
education of these programs and report the results to ,CNET (paragraphs 4 and

5 above).

8. The Navy ';hould consider tracking the fleet job performance of

graduates of language training programs. The current on-line ETLS and RTC.
computer tracking system should .be used by TAEG for this evaluation.

.27
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULA FOR
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING PROGRAMS
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DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER

--LAP:LANHAM SAN_ANTONIO, TX

The Defense Language'Institute curriculum is designed to prepare
students, primarily foreign military personnel seeking specia1ize4 technical
training in a particular military occupation, with sufficient English
Tanguage skills to cqmplete follow-on training. It emphasizes general

English language skill4 (reading, writinglispeaking, and 'listening) rather
than military terminolOgy.:'tt is designe 'to help the student achiteve a
minimum score of about 70 on the English Comprehension Level (ECL) test,

. - usually considereb the minimum necesary to successfully complete the

I. follow-on.training. Students ar.e placed in the program at a point
commensurate with their English language skill. The program is designed for
entering stddents ranging widely in English language ability, from virtually
no knowledge of the language to intermediate fluency.,

TIME REQUIRED

Self-pace d with flexible entry ahd exit:

Minimum: 3 weeks
Maximum: 6 months

THASES

The DLI curricAm is compbsed of five phases which eepresent specific
skill jevels,as measured by the ECL test.

.

1. Preelementary Phasedesigned to acquaint students with English
letters, sounds, and words so that,their familiarity enables.them to effec-
tively learn the Elementary, Phase.

2.

0

glementary Phase--designed for students with little or no .

knooledge of English, ECI scores of 0-40. JLimited-vocabularx and basic

patterns of English.are systematically'developeg.
6

-7

3. Intermediate,Phasedesigned for s6deas who have completed the
Elementary Phase or have obtained ECL scores of 40-65. Basic English struc--.
tures are reinforced and a greatly expAded vocabulary is provided.

4. Advanced Phasedesigned'for students who have completed the
Intermediate Phase or who have obtained an ECL score of 65 or above. The
prindipal eMphasis is on vocabulary 4xpansion. . .

.5. SpecialiZed Phatsedesigned for students whp have compiete4 the
Intermediate/Advanced Phase or its equivalent and already haite a good know:.
ledge of general English. It emilhasizes the.technical termihology of a par-
ticular military occupational specialty such as flying, ordnance, or
electronics. "

30
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LITERACY SKILLS CURRICULUM
(MODULE OF ACADEMIC REMEDIAL TRAINING)
RJrt, DRLANDO-, SAUDTEGO,'GREAT-LAKES

. ,

. The litènady skills currictilum is designed to remediate the reading
skillsof recruits reading at a grade equivalent of less than 7.0. It is

designed to help the recruit meet the academic demands of training.

TIMEREQUIRED

Reading modules: 1 to 6 weeks depending upon the individual

Study skills module: I to'2 weeks depending upon.the individual.

MODULES A a

The literacy skills curriculum is composed of two modules which
represent different components of reading and studying skills.

1. Reading

a., Decoding

(I) PhonetiC'anainisupon Comple'ting 'this componen , the

student will be able-to recognize anddiscriminate language sounds wh ch are
represented by Consonants, vowels, digraphs, and diphthongs. '

.

(2) Strtictural'analysisupon completing this component,
the student will be able to decode unfamiliar ;lords by applying
syllabication rules to affixes, compound words and multisyllable words. ,

b. Vocabularythe student will recognize the meaning of a,,
'variety ofIntermediate level teems using context,,root words, and Navy-
relevant,terms.

c. Comprehension
.

(1) Literal: the student will answer ciuestions.based-on_a
specific reference found within a short passage.

.

. (2) Inferential: the student will draw contlu§ions, make
inferences, 'and'apply generalizations which require more information than is
explicitly stated.in the passage read.

d. Reading rate: po specific gOal or objective_for.remedial '`
instruction; the studeneis encouraged to develop'a reading rate that
permits understanging the implications and meaning of what was read.

.

_
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2. Study Skills: specific units of instruction based on the

Bluejackets_.' Manual or Basic_Bilitary Requirement. The student is taught4

sIudying techniques:

Alt
underlining, outlining, skimming, and'scanning

note taking and test taking.

,

et

t
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VERBAL SKILLS CURRICULUM
(MODULt OF ACADEMIC REMEDIAL:TRAINING)

RTCs, ORLANDO AND SAN DIEGO

PURPOSE

The verbal skills curriculum is designed to remediate communication
skills of speaking and listening. It is primarily intended for recruits who
speak English as a second language. It is designed to help the student com-
plete academic and military training.

TIME REQUIRED

Total program:' 54 hours of instruction

Individual lessons: betweeh.1 and 2 hours.

MODULES

1. Navy Vocabulary. Upon completion of this,module, the tudent will
be able to recognize and/or define verbally in English the meanin s of
selected Navy-relevant words that.are represented in a verbal con xt.

2. Grammatical Structures: Upon completion of this module, the
student will be able to understand, distinguish between, and produce orally
in English pronouns and their approOriate referents, plural and possessive
forms of nouns, active and passive forms'of selected verbs, and various verb
tenses.

3. Language Fluency. Upon completion of this module, the student
will be'able to listen to informational passages read or discussed orally

. and produce the appropriate response in English that relates the literal and
+inferential context of the passages.

r
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ENGLISH TECHNICAL LANGUAGE SCHOOL
CAMP SANTIAGO, PUERTO RICO'

PURPOSE

The English Technical Language School (ETLS) curriculum is designed to

increase the English language skills of Puerto Rican natives who enlist in

the Army National Guard but do not have sufficient English language

proficiency to complete Army initial entry training conducted in CONUS. The

ETLS curriculum is designed to increase English oral-aural comprehension

skills. The program stresses both Army vocabulary and general English.

TIME REQUIRED

Nine weeks of group instruction.

PHASES.

The ETLS curriculum is designed in two phases.

1. em ary--designed to emphasize besic grammatical structures and

vocabular . Studen s learn to orally convey vocabulary meanings, format

, yes-no an wh-questions; and have a listening comprehenston of grammatical

structures. the student is expected to reproduce the oral language in

'writing. r.

2- Intermediate-desighed to emphasize vocabulary and grammatical

structures. Students are to orally reproduce the vocabulary and grammar
correctly, be capable of independent comprehension of elementary reading
material, have a vocabulary adequate and appropriate for military and
civilian settings,-be able to understand and respond to meaningful
conversation, and indepehdently produce grammatically and logically sound

written sentences.

_

Aa
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